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 +++  60mg 4/23/82 7:00PM=[0:00] AP ≡, GC, 55mg. [:27] aware, all. [:30] quickly
      developing. To [2:00] bombed +++. Much physical. Visual alternations of
      retinal images. GC a bit too much. Restless. [3:00-6:00] much visual, some
      insight work GC↔AP. Dropping at [9:00] - fitful sleep. [14:00] spacy walk
      to entrance. finally OK at ~[16]. full +++. much visual. very stoned.

++1/2 60mg 6/20/82 12:00noon (on clock)=[0:00] at Tulsa's. The Group (AG,ATS Birts) 
          ATS 60mg to a ++1/2@[2:00]-restless. 1st drop ~[2]- drive early @[12] 
              sleep OK.
           AP 60mg to an intense +++ (3.5?) well accepted.
           MP 60mg extremely restless; very impressed; would repeat lower.
           NT 45mg too much overload - reminded of 5-TOM. no repeat.
           GC 50mg good level - trouble sleeping [12-16]. would repeat
           TS 45mg 50 probably better at 2x30 (1hr). basically favorable.
           CT 45mg overload - much unreality, no repeat. Commun. [with] AP
      AG, TG in later [with] brownies - never quite found us. AB at mountains.
      chronology night of schedule.

                                                    plateau 2 -> ~7hrs.

                                                    much humor later in experiment
                                                    active dosage 40-60mg.

 +++  65mg 7/26/82 2:21PM=[0:00] AP ≡. Aware at [:30] - quite rapid from :45 to ++ 
      at [:50] to +++ at [1:30] - light symbolic retching at [1:20] (too much food
      at grove, big breakfast at [-6]. Erotic, much visual, tracers extreme, some
      locking to music - fantasy. Considerable fluid loss - aware of drop at [9] -
      some darts, faint sleep at [13] - next day AP a bit wasted, ATS somewhat
      dopey - next night easy sleep. Very favorable +++.

 +++  60mg 8/15/82 11:00AM=[0:00] AP ≡ [:30] aware [:50] developing fast [1:20] to
      ++ > completely excellent experience - not many details.

 +++  65mg 9/11/82 - back from Europe. 12:25PM=[0:00] [:22] alert. [:40] back from
      mail. [1:00] AP = 1.8, ATS >2.0. Excellent again. Maximum dosage - good
      response.


